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North China. Now we must go back down the river and at either
Hankow or Nanking take the train for Peiping, From Nanking we
travel north across one of the world's flattest plains for hundreds of miles.
In a part of the plain laid down by the many branches of the Hwai River
we cross the main railway line from the coast south of Shantung to the
southward bend of the upper Yellow River and the great inland city of
Sianfu. When our train reaches the lower part of the Hwang Ho we
literally find the river flowing on top of an embankment. This, together
with the extreme flatness of the Hwai plain, makes us realize how easy
it is for excessive rains not only to waterlog the fields (because the water
will not run off), but to cause the rivers to break their bounds and flood
thousands of square miles of the plain.
East of this part of the railroad lies the peninsula of Shantung with its
bare treeless mountains and swarming people. Here again we find a
group of great cities—Tsinan where the railroad crosses the Hwang Ho
(Yellow River) and Kiaochow and Tsingtao close together on the south
side of the peninsula. In Shantung the scarcity of trees brings home an-
other important factor which joins with the floods to make life much
more difficult in North China than in the center or south. Trees are
scarce partly because the population is so dense and the winters so cold
that everything that will burn is eagerly sought, including even grass.
Even if there were no people, however, forests would have a hard time
because of the dryness of the winter and spring. Sometimes the rain
holds off so long in the spring that crops cannot be planted on unirri-
gated land in time to ripen before frost comes in the fall. Thus famines
arise both from floods and from droughts. The dangers from both kinds
of disaster continue as we go on to Tientsin, the most northerly great port
of China Proper. At Peiping, not far away at the foot of the Khingan
escarpment, floods are not a menace, but drought often brings distress.
If we cross the Khingan Mountains on the railroad that runs to the
northwest, we find ourselves on the far-reaching Mongolian Plateau, out-
side the famous Great Wall of China. On its edges there is rain enough
for wheat and a few other crops, but farther from the coast it becomes a
vast, elevated desert, intensely cold in winter, hot in summer, and peopled
mainly by Mongol nomads. The railroad bends west and ends at the
great northern bend of the Yellow River. If we continue up the river
we traverse the loess country, where mountains and valleys are covered
with a fine-grained yellow deposit brought by the wind from the deserts
farther to the northwest. Near the point where the upper Hwang Ho
first turns north lies the city of Lanchow, nearly 1,000 miles inland at an
altitude of about a mile. Lanchow resembles Teheran in Persia in its
elevated inland location, and also in owing its size to irrigation by streams

